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Introduction

My remarks will focus on the long-term structural challenges for Taiwan’s economy. These are for the most part delinked from the politics and policy of Taiwan’s external relations. They bear mainly on long-term social and economic trends as well as economic policy choices made largely at the administrative level.

Demographics

By far the gravest challenge facing Taiwan’s long-term economic future is population decline (see Slide 1). The birthrate is now just 1.1 children per woman, the labor force will begin to shrink this year or next, and the overall population will begin to shrink around 2025. By 2060, Taiwan’s population will fall from today’s 24 million to about 15 million. By then, the median age will be 57 and the number of working aged people per older person will be just 1.3. The cities of Beijing, Shanghai, Chongqing, and Guangzhou will each have larger populations than all of Taiwan over the next 10-20 years.

There is no evidence of a serious pro-natality policy coming from the DPP to address this. Taiwan maintained a population control policy as late as 1990 and did not launch a pro-natality policy until 2006. This has so far had no effect on reversing the birthrate. There are initiatives to maintain the labor force by boosting participation rates among the elderly and among women with children but these too have limited potential.

The obvious solution is to allow migration from China, which of course is what made Hong Kong a success. But this remains a non-starter in Taiwan, and since the DPP constituency is both blue collar and especially wary of China, this is unlikely to change. Limits on guest workers from other places, however, could be relaxed. The number of guest workers is now around 600,000, compared to 350,000 in 2009, mostly from Vietnam, the Philippines, and Thailand. They work in low wage sectors like nursing care, construction, and agriculture. As for skilled workers, overseas recruitment efforts center on ethnic Chinese in the West and in Southeast Asia, as well as high skilled workers from places like India. But the DPP is resistant to attempts to open such visas to highly skilled workers in manufacturing and technology.

Growth Decline

The second major long-term challenge to Taiwan is falling productivity growth and thus falling long-term economic growth. Growth in national income per capita (a proxy for overall productivity), was 7% per year in the 1970s and 80s, but fell to 5% in the 1990s, to 3% in the 2000s and will likely be about 1% in the 2010s. As a result, Taiwan’s share of global GDP peaked at 1% in 2010 and has already fallen below 0.9% (see Slide 1). I estimate that the
combined effects of growth in developing countries and Taiwan’s falling population and productivity will push its share of global GDP to 0.8% by 2030, roughly where it was in 1993. Economic size matters to diplomatic and military influence and Taiwan’s shrinking economic size is an important long-term issue of national security.

**Soft Investment**

Since productivity growth has been slow, there has been a knock-on effect in the form of weak domestic levels of investment, falling shares of export markets, and high levels of capital outflow to higher yielding investments abroad. Gross national savings were 36% of GDP in 2015 (compared to an average of 22% in advanced economies) while gross national investment was just 21% of GDP, a savings glut equivalent to 15% of GDP (see Slide 2).

Taiwan companies also face political pressures from both China and the U.S. to increase investments in those countries. Hon Hai, for instance, is in talks to spend more than $7 billion to build a flat-panel plant in the US with Sharp Corp.

There are two cures for this weak domestic investment: fiscal policy to stimulate public investment and broader monetary and economic policies to stimulate private investment.2

The DPP has significant room to expand public spending despite running a historically high budget deficit because central government debt as a percentage of GDP remains a manageable 44% (up from 33% in 2009), still well below the 60-90% Reinhart-Rogoff tipping point where government debt has a negative effect on growth. The government has announced a US$63 billion public infrastructure spending program in public housing and clean energy and new fiscal spending on long-term care for the elderly. There are also promises of new investments in urban efficiency and public services efficiency – rapid transit malls, government buildings, energy infrastructure, ports – which Taiwan sorely needs. Taiwan still ranks very well in terms of urban livability in Asia but needs the urban efficiency to translate this into productivity gains and to attract regional headquarters.

On private investment, the Central Bank continues to run a de facto expansionary monetary policy by accumulating foreign exchange reserves, now sitting at US$434 billion or nearly 2 years of imports. But inflation remains low, which reflects the fact that this excess of NT$ in the economy is being saved rather than spent.

The only potential benefit of foreign exchange reserves for productivity is that the Taiwan central bank has started to use them to stimulate Taiwan’s financial sector by depositing some of them in the overseas branches of Taiwan banks and putting others on call for foreign exchange transactions in Taiwan. But the internationalization of Taiwan’s financial services sector is heavily constrained by China’s unwillingness to allow it to participate in the mainland market as an equal and by its general inability to compete with HSBC and other Asian banks with better global capacities.

**Innovation and Productivity**

So Taiwan needs to think about how planning and regulatory policy can encourage innovation and thus domestic private investment. To understand the challenges for government policy to stimulate innovation and productivity improvements, we need to step back and understand the existential quandary that Taiwan finds itself in. Taiwan’s late 20th century economic boom in the 1970s through 1990s was mainly driven by large family-owned conglomerates (not multinationals and not SMEs) like Hon Hai, TSMC, and Shinkong getting
into mature technologies and industries just as they were reaching their peak of global profitability. This “latecomer upgrading”, as Dr. Chu Wan-wen (Qu Wanwen, 瞿宛文) of Academia Sinica in Taipei calls it, allowed Taiwan to reap the quick profits of mature technologies without ever having investment in the innovation capacities that brought those technologies to market in the first place.³ Think mountain bikes and then hybrid bikes and how Giant entered those fields after they were developed elsewhere.

This was in contrast to South Korea, which developed an indigenous innovation capacity and a highly-efficient service sector alongside its industrial expansion. So as those products have matured and commodified and moved into developing countries for production, Taiwan has been left without the innovation capacity to continue to generate new industries. It finds itself constantly in danger of being stuck making products with no more value-added than caramel popcorn.

Taiwan today has very few own brand-names – HTC in smart phones is one of the few – compared to South Korea because it took this late mover approach. Countries like the US, Germany, and South Korea maintain the primary innovation capacity and networks that Taiwan lacks because it was essentially a bandwagon economy. The WTO, in a recent paper, warns that Taiwan “will come under increasing pressure to overhaul its traditional dependence on contract electronics production and move into higher value-added manufacturing and services sectors.”

In addition, since Taiwan’s growth was built on late-stage bandwagoning, its service sector remained undeveloped and thus labor shifts today out of manufacturing into services are shifts from high productivity to low productivity sectors, the opposite of the normal gains in productivity from such inter-sectoral labor shifts.⁴

At the same time, the whole relationship and nature of services and manufacturing is changing radically so it is not simply a matter of “building” innovation networks through geographic clustering of companies, universities, research institutes, and government agencies anymore. The South Korean model is not relevant now because times have changed. The so-called “servicization of manufacturing” is the process by which manufacturing companies are making most of their profits in the service side – design, brand ownership, marketing, logistics, sales, ancillary services, related services, after-sales service, etc. – while the “technologization of services” is the process by which service companies traditionally outside of manufacturing or product delivery are increasingly the ones providing the technical advice and technology through which the product is made or delivered – the service companies may be more present on the shop floor than the manufacturer.

Taiwan could thrive in this transformation if it recognizes what is happening. For example, most of Nike’s footwear production in Asia is done by the Feng Tay Group headquartered in Yunlin county. Feng Tay in Taiwan handles the technology, development, design, research, logistics, and supply chain management (see Slide 3). Nike is mainly a service firm now while Feng Tay, originally a service provider, is really a manufacturer with a technology focus. That’s a good story for Taiwan. The founder of Feng Tay tells me that a big advantage of Taiwan is its well-educated population and stable workforce. But he tells me that it is hard to remain in Taiwan because places like Singapore and South Korea have much more focused and committed government leadership to transform themselves into Asian logistics and business services hubs (despite being farther from both China and Vietnam than Taiwan).
The Tsai administration has adopted and expanded the KMT’s list of industries and service sectors for support. But while it might make sense for government to help the private sector to identify emerging productivity sectors, it cannot pick winners and try to expand those industries through subsidies and investment. Asian economies have never thrived by trying to pick winners – this was Paul Krugman’s famous claim in “The Myth of Asia’s Miracle” in *Foreign Affairs* in 1994.

For instance, the plan to invest in defense industries, according to the EIU, will likely bring “vast expenditure with few results.” The plan is mainly centered on naval systems, including frigates, submarines, minelayers and assorted weapons for special forces. But this attempt to copy South Korea’s success with defense industry investments ignores the fact that Taiwan is not integrated into global defense industry supply chains like South Korea because of its diplomatic isolation from China. China impounded nine Singaporean infantry fighting vehicles in Hong Kong last November to indicate its displeasure with Singapore’s continued use of Taiwan for training its military. While Singapore will not likely cease the training, it is also true that it is not likely to become a customer for Taiwan’s military kit since Beijing has made it clear that it views Taiwan’s defense industry as a sort of illicit economy. Whatever strategic rationale exists for an indigenous defense industry would be sorely tested by a benefit-cost analysis.

Instead of picking winners, Asian economies have thrived by creating the conditions for business success – fair and efficient regulation, excellent infrastructure, investment in education and research, access to finance, political predictability, and generally open markets. So Taiwan’s challenge is not to pick winners but to upgrade its business environment by easing land zoning, reducing employment-related taxation, increasing competition, and upgrading public infrastructure. A good example is the industry-led Taiwan Institute for Plumbing Innovation in Lukang that works with the Bureau of Standards, Metrology & Inspection (BSMI) to position Taiwan’s plumbing and sanitation sector for global markets, a key aspect of the urbanization services and urban renewal goods that Taiwan could export to the rest of Asia. This is industry-led initiative with the government playing a facilitative role only.

The Economic Power-Up Plan (经济动能推开方案) rolled out by the KMT in 2012 was a comprehensive economic strategy that industrial and service innovation, higher value-added goods and services exports, human capital upgrading, public infrastructure, and government efficiency. It is actually a very well thought out strategy with specific targets and actions (see Slide 4). It was premised on the decline of long-term growth momentum in Taiwan’s economy. The DPP has so far largely continued with most elements of this plan, rebranding it as the “Digital Nation and Innovative Economic Development Plan” and adding an “Asian Silicon Valley” plan in Taoyuan focused on IT and the digital economy. The ROC constitutional structure gives administrative agencies significant autonomy, which is good for the policy continuity needed for Taiwan to continue to “power up” rather than “power down”.

But the challenges up powering up are immense because as the Asian Silicon Valley diagram shows, Taiwan’s strengths are not where the future lies (see Slide 5). Taiwan may indeed be deeply integrated into the Asian value-chain, but it is highly dependent on a few industries (mainly chemicals, machinery, and IT) and vulnerable to shifts in comparative advantage, as mentioned. It has yet to show it can develop the innovation capacity to compete in the 3rd and 4th layers of IT, where late-comer bandwagoning will not be possible.
Taiwan’s long-term and even short-term economic challenges are for the most part not related to China – or put better the threat from China is not being integrated but being bypassed.

Absolute levels of economic integration with China appear to be holding pretty steady over the last five years – 40% or so of exports, 50% of outward investment. This holds some risks for Taiwan because of the threat of politically-motivated acts of disruption by China. The EIU’s risk assessment of Taiwan done in December 2016 highlighted the likelihood that China will engage in acts of “disruption” against Taiwan’s global supply chains that involve China: “[M]inor and intermittent disruption...remains a distinct possibility,” they wrote, “and businesses dependent on cross-Strait trade or exchanges should reassess their business strategies for 2017-18 under the assumption that cross-Strait links could deteriorate further while the DPP remains in power.”

But does this matter to Taiwan as a whole? A 2015 paper by Dr. C.Y. Sin (Xian Churao, 冼芻蕘) of National Tsing Hua University finds that the business uncertainties, disruptions, and cycles of China have only a short-term effect on Taiwan’s economic output and no long term effects, in contrast to Hong Kong which suffers from both short and long-term effects. This, he argues, is because Taiwan is a more resilient and globalized economy than Hong Kong. Moreover, research by another group of Taiwan economists led by Dr. Tseng Hsi Peng (Ceng Xipeng, 曾喜鵬) at National Chi Nan University shows that tourists from China actually crowd out more lucrative tourists from other parts of Asia, especially Japan and South Korea. So the disruption caused by China’s so-called “revenge by tourist cuts” is not only widely welcomed by the Taiwanese but is probably on net good for Taiwan’s economy.

Moreover, China is actually weakening integration at the bureaucratic level by ending cooperation on cross-strait economic and social issues as well as at the political level. As I wrote in an Asia Policy article in 2013 economic functional integration can take on a momentum of its own, as it did in the case of the European Union, leading to a de facto deeper political relationship between the two sides. Functional integration is in China’s interest, and Beijing is now seeing the administrative costs of having close integration without the bureaucratic means of managing it.

While Taiwan may be relatively immune to economic shocks and cycles in China, it is not immune to the long-term transformation of the Chinese economy into a peer competitor in almost every sector. In a 2016 paper examining China’s rapid ascent up the global value chain and its shift into high value-added services, the IMF found that economies deeply integrated into the Asian value chain like Taiwan and South Korea would suffer “particularly adverse” consequences. The IMF found that the consequences of a given increase in real income in China as a result of its rebalancing would cause a corresponding decline in real income in Taiwan equivalent to 75% of the gain in China. So China’s rise is very much a win-lose dynamic for Taiwan. Again, this is not driven by Taiwan’s integration with China but by China’s own move up the global value added chain. China is already at Taiwan’s 1994 level of development but its “domestic value-added ratio” (the proportion of final export value that is domestic value added) is already 60% versus Taiwan’s 50%. In a separate recent paper on this transformation in China, the IMF concluded: “These developments suggest that China is increasingly competing with advanced economies like Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan.”

China and Southbound
This is also why the New Southbound Policy of the Tsai administration is probably incorrect in its understanding of why regionalization matters to Taiwan but correct in its assumption that it does (what social scientists would call an epistemological error but an ontological truth). Taiwan’s challenge is not how to reduce dependence and integration with China which, as I said, is relatively immune to in terms of fluctuations. The challenge rather is to learn to compete in an Asia where China is essentially a peer competitor but without the advantages of diplomatic and military influence that China has in the region. So Taiwan will need to conduct an active economic diplomacy throughout Asia to keep markets for goods, services, and investment opportunities open to its companies. The New Southbound Policy, which will have an annual budget of $1.35 billion, is essentially a regionalization strategy for Taiwan. The emerging links with India and Indonesia are especially important and have a lot of potential diplomatic side benefits.

What will give Taiwan economic security vis-à-vis China is not reducing its dependence on China, which may wax and wane unpredictably, but on building a robust economy that has the capacities to thrive in a regional and global economy. So the economic partnerships signed with New Zealand and Singapore in 2013 and pursuing another with Australia and joining the ASEAN Economic Community make sense. Southeast Asian and South Asian governments will be more receptive to Taiwan’s overtures the more that China continues to bully its way to regional hegemon status – as it did by impounding the Singapore military vehicles.

Ultimately, however, Taiwan’s economic future will be made by Taiwan entrepreneurs and businesses, not by governments, which can only facilitate and make it possible. Whether or not Taiwan’s economy thrives in Southeast and South Asia depends probably very little on the New Southbound, which is largely a political not an economic policy. What will be determinative is the organizational abilities of Taiwan firms to compete with the likes South Korea’s Youngone Group, which runs manufacturing facilities throughout the region.

So far, Taiwan companies have a reputation as unreliable long-term partners in Southeast Asia – Formosa Plastic Group’s delayed and polluting steel plant in Vietnam or the failure to take up the offer by Indonesia to develop Morotai Island, which has now been given to the Japanese. The challenge for Taiwan’s business sector is to develop a reputation for reliability, professionalism, and full services (including banking and logistics) for partners in Southeast and South Asia.

A troublesome development is that Taiwanese criminal networks are expanding their operations in Southeast Asia faster than Taiwanese businesses – former president Ma recently called phone fraud Taiwan’s first major service export to Southeast Asia after 32 Taiwanese phone scam gang members were deported from Malaysia to China and another 28 from Cambodia last year (another 78 from Armenia to China and 45 from Kenya and recently 200 in Spain, while a further 23 are being held in Taiwan).

Long term, if Taiwan can overcome its reputational and organizational problems, it will be sitting in a very envious position with respect to a modernizing region. At the end of the day, it will always offer an alternative to China while its current set of experiences and skills – in agriculture, urban renewal, logistics, and finance, for example – put it ahead of China in most respects.
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**Internal & External Challenges**

**External**
- European debt crisis causing global economic instability
- Economic growth of industrialized countries below expectations
- Economic slowdown in mainland China and other emerging markets
- Regional economic integration affecting exports

**Internal**
- Imbalanced industry structure
- Over-reliance on certain export markets
- Dislocation of labor demand and supply

**Crucial Issues**

**Economic growth losing momentum**
- Insufficient investment
- Export dropoff
- Weak consumption

**Response Strategies**

**Economic Power-Up Plan**
- Promote innovative and diverse industries
- Develop new export markets
- Cultivate industry talents
- Spur investments and public construction
- Enhance government efficacy
80% of IoT business opportunities to come from services.